
 

Coding without a Computer - Jam Sandwich Robot 
Materials: Bread, butter, jam, plate, knife, (maybe some paper towel / cloth for cleaning up) 
 
This challenge seems really simple: 

Create an algorithm (set of instructions) to instruct a robot (your teacher), to 
make a jam sandwich. 
Once you’ve tried you algorithm out with your robot, can you find and fix all of the bugs in the code? 
What parts of your algorithm didn’t work quite the way you expected? How could you fix it? 
You can use the attached sheet to record the attempts at your algorithms, what worked, and what didn’t 
go so well. 
 
Hints for teachers: 

● The idea behind this activity is to show that students need to be very specific with their algorithm, 
because computers need very clear instructions. 

● You can make this as difficult or as simple for the students as you like. Some examples of some 
deliberate “mistakes” you can include if the students are not specific about how you should be 
doing the action: 

○ Pick up items incorrectly - the wrong end of a knife, squish the bread in your fist, pick up 
the butter tub upside down, keep things in your hands unless specifically instructed to put 
them down, etc 

○ Place items incorrectly - things upside down, things placed awkwardly or in inappropriate 
places, handling things roughly / throwing them onto the table, squashing them down 
onto the table. 

○ Simple actions performed incorrectly - taking lids on or off without holding the jar/tub, 
opening the bread bag, using too much butter, or too much jam, taking more than 1 slice 
of bread, trying to spread on the wrong side of the bread, making a mess because the 
instructions were not clear about doing an action smoothly - working with the butter and 
jam opens up a ton of opportunity to make this difficult (and amusing) for the students. 

● Try to run through the whole algorithm (especially if it is not working) before letting the students 
refine it - they’ll start to see the cumulative impacts, which is also a great lesson. 

● The more outlandish your interpretations of the instruction, the better. 
See: http://ops5infolit.global2.vic.edu.au/2016/09/06/jam-sandwich-algorithms/ for a great video of a 
class working through this activity. 
This is also an excellent activity to try with students giving instructions blind to what the “robot” is doing, 
but the rest of class able to see, so they can’t correct their algorithm in any way on the fly, and can’t see 
the outcome until it has run all the way through. 
Want to try this with another school / class (or the Day Zero Team) via video conference, where one side 
gives instructions to the other, athen swap, let the Day Zero Team know (dayzero.cg.catholic.edu.au, or 
via the Day Zero Google+ Community) and we’ll see if we can hook you up. 
Don’t forget to take photos, and share your algorithms and the end result with the Day Zero STEM tribe! 

   

http://ops5infolit.global2.vic.edu.au/2016/09/06/jam-sandwich-algorithms/


 

Jam Sandwich Robot 
Team Name:  Attempt # 

Algorithm Steps 

(instructions for the robot) 
What went wrong? 

What do you need to fix? 
What went well? 

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

 

   


